Centralized. Powerful. Password Management.

Overview

Passwords and credentials management made easy
When IT pros are asked to share their most frequent help desk inquiry, they note that 25-40% of all inquiries deal
with lost passwords or password resets. And when you consider that today’s users need to remember dozens of
passwords, it’s not hard to see why.
However, allowing users to write passwords on a piece of paper, store passwords in unsafe spreadsheets or
other documents, or worst of all, use the same password for everything, are just not acceptable solutions.
Clearly, organizations need a smarter way to manage passwords – a way that also frees up IT pros and users to
focus on important tasks, instead of searching for, or resetting, lost passwords. And that smarter way is Password
Vault Manager (PVM).
Our flagship solution Remote Desktop Manager (RDM) delivers a simple and efficient solution to the problem
of managing dozens - if not hundreds - of different remote connections and servers. With RDM, we answer the
remote desktop and virtual machine management needs of IT pros at every organizational level: from CEOs,
CTOs and other top executives, through to Sysadmins, network administrators, and specialized field personnel.
PVM incorporates everything we’ve learned from RDM, and at the same time, it fulfills our mission of delivering to
top management the tools they need to centralize, secure and simplify IT. With PVM, we offer a proven password
management solution throughout the entire organization.
We know our industry, we know our users, and we know the problems that keep IT pros up at night. PVM is
simply the smarter way to manage passwords – period!

Intuitive
Improving help desk user efficiency
PVM features an intuitive UI, user-friendly
operation, and a complete range of
functions that make it easy and effective
for all users, regardless of technical
knowledge or background.

Secure
Save time and simplify your life.
PVM empowers you to generate
strong and unique passwords for
all your accounts, which can then
be centralized in a secure database
and shared throughout the entire
organization. Plus, you can grant access
to certain group of users – and keep
others locked out.

Password Vault
Manager
Delivers Solutions
Reduce help desk call by 25%
to 40% and eliminate time
loss on retrieving forgotten
passwords and credentials
Enable teamwork, share
session settings and manage
user security accesses
Increase network security with
strong and unique randomly
generated passwords
U.S. federal government
approved encryption

Productive
Easy, simple and effective tool.
PVM is a practical and efficient tool that’s
designed for everyday use. It does more
than just reduce help desk calls. It also
boosts productivity, because users won’t
have to remember or retrieve passwords
anymore.

Secure, organize and store
your passwords into groups
and folders
The easy-to-use intuitive
interface requires no extensive
training and is deployed in no
time

Deployed in a matter of minutes
Have you ever wished that you could easily add, edit, organize, delete, and manage all your passwords and
credentials ? With Password Vault Manager (PVM), you can do it all in a matter of minutes

Get started

Download Password Vault Manager Enterprise to your computer to use all of the powerful
features available. The Free Edition has limited functionalities, but still can be just perfect for
your needs. Follow the installation instructions and you’re ready to go.
(http://passwordvaultmanager.com/Home/Download)

Create Entries

Set different entries (username + password), software license keys, bank information, email
accounts, website passwords, alarm codes, etc.

Start working

Congratulations, you’re ready to easily and securely manage, organize, and store all your
passwords and credentials! You can now quickly find passwords, share information with your
team, manage security rights, and centralize passwords in a secure, centralized repository
for easy maintenance and updating.

“With strong network and device security being so critical these days, more organizations
– from small firms to large enterprises – are looking for better and smarter ways to
securely centralize all of their passwords and credentials, and generate only strong and
unique passwords.”
David Hervieux

Devolutions - Founder and Chief
Executive Officer (CEO)

Cross-platform

Password Vault Manager for mobile platforms is a free tool that enables access to all your
passwords and credentials. Used in combination with our desktop application Password
Vault Manager Enterprise, it will let you connect to your centralized database and access
all your data from anywhere.

A single, easy-to-use dashboard
Ribbon

The ribbon is composed of multiple tabs containing related commands that are further classified in sections.

Navigation Pane

Content

The navigation pane lets you organize
entries in groups (folders). You can then
easily view all entries within selected groups
and subgroups, and find a specific groups
using the convenient search filter.

The content area contains the various dashboards to
manage PVM, as well as embedded sessions. There is a
single dashboard active at a time, depending on the currently
selected entry in the navigation pane.

Licensing
All of the freedom you want
PVM licenses are available per USER - not per machine. We’ve done this so that you can benefit from our product
at home and in your office without paying additional licensing fees.
Plus, PVM is not a subscription-based service, and your license will never expire. You’ll also receive one full year of
upgrades and support at no additional cost. After that, you can choose to pay a nominal fee and receive regular
maintenance and upgrades, along with the capacity to install the latest PVM versions.

Resources & Support
We have answers when you need them! Plus, we simplify the support process by empowering you to choose the
channel that’s best for you:

Support Team

Blog

Our world-class support and development team is
always ready to help you! We don’t just sell licenses;
we create partnerships. And we don’t just develop
new technologies; we deliver concrete solutions.
That’s why our support team is always ready
to answer your questions and respond to your
requests.

Our blog serves a global community of IT pros and
other users, and focuses on both technical and
non-technical topics of interest. Our blog is also a
great way to learn more about us, who we are, and
what we do. You’ll also find information on software
updates, new tools, and tips and tricks to help you
get the most of RDM’s many enhanced features.

Forum

Tutorials

Our Devolutions forum is your one-stop source
for remote connection knowledge, technical
information, expert-to-expert conversation, and
more. With over 4,500 active members from
across the globe, be assured that you’ll be in exactly
the right place to ask your questions, request new
features, or tell us about an add-on or plugin that
you’d like to see. We take all requests very seriously,
and pride ourselves on being responsive to our
community.

Explore more than a dozen video tutorials that
clearly explain application key features. Learn
how to set up new connections, share sessions,
manage security groups, install add-ons, manage
credentials, store passwords, and more. Plus, we’re
always adding new videos and updating existing
ones to capture the latest features.

Online help
Our online help is your 24/7 go-to resource for
answers regarding various features, functions,
integrated tools, protocols, and much more.

Visit us at: devolutions.net/support

Control the IT Chaos

Contact Us

For any questions, feel free to contact us:
Support: support@devolutions.net
Skype: support.devolutions
Phone: +1 844 463.0419
Monday to Friday 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. EST

Head Office

Devolutions inc.
1000 Notre-Dame
Lavaltrie, QC J5T 1M1
Canada

